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Level 1 Agricultural and Horticultural Science 2018

Standards 90919  90921  90924

Part A: Commentary
Candidates who achieved at higher levels presented well-structured responses
and addressed all aspects of the questions.

Subject-specific literacy is essential for interpreting and answering questions.
Responses such as “plants drowning” or “needing to breathe”, “lime makes the
soil sweeter”, and that “vaccines inject antibodies”, limit candidates ability to
answer questions in any depth.     

Some basic principles behind management practices seemed to be poorly
understood. There was also a tendency to state extremes. For example, “the
plant or animal will die” when the more appropriate response would be to
describe loss of condition/reduced function and subsequent loss of
production/yield. 

90919: Demonstrate knowledge of soil management practices ▾

90921: Demonstrate knowledge of livestock management practices ▾

90924:  Demonstrate knowledge of horticultural plant management practices
▾
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Part B: Report on standards

90919: Demonstrate knowledge of soil management practices

Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

answered most questions at a very basic level and did not make
connections with plant processes

showed a basic understanding of irrigation (that it provides more water and
helps plants grow)

described that lime increases pH, but did not expand on this how it affects
plant growth

showed some understanding of soil structure.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not show an understanding of soil structure

were unable to explain the effect of lime on paddocks

did not show an understanding of soil peds. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

linked plant processes to soil nutrient.

explained that centre pivot gave a more efficient spread of water to all
plants, but failed to recognise the link to photosynthesis

explained that a gun irrigator does not water evenly and misses out some
areas of the paddocks

identified ideas, but did not make sufficient links.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

displayed higher level of thinking, and offered many ideas relating to the
questions being asked.
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made good comparisons. For example, with effluent the farmer cannot
control the composition of fertilizer, whereas through soil testing it is
possible to target a more suitable fertiliser for a particular crop or to correct
any soil deficiencies

justified addition of lime flocculating clay soils

discussed how pH affects nutrient availability.

Standard specific comments

 

 

90921: Demonstrate knowledge of
livestock management practices
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

attempted most sections of the exam.

demonstrated basic understanding, e.g. benefits of culling, crutching, ram
purchase, lactating feed requirements, what ‘on-heat’ is, benefits of using
capsule or solution.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

wrote answers that were not related to the question

left large sections of the exam unanswered

demonstrated little knowledge about vaccines, the actions of AI, the role of
the rumen and microbe in the digestive tract.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:
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demonstrated knowledge of the practice of AI

explained how crutching improves sheep health

explained how vaccination and culling can work together to control BVD

demonstrated understanding of ewe lactating feed requirements

gave advantages and disadvantages of each when comparing and
contrasting management practice/s. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

discussed the advantages of using a combination of management practices
such as vaccination and culling to control BVD.

demonstrated understanding of the differences between maintenance and
production feed requirements and how these related to overall production.

demonstrated understanding of benefits of purchasing rams to breed, and
linked this to future generations

provided justifications with reasoning and applying their own knowledge to
the information provided in the question.

Standard specific comments

Some candidates seemed to have a limited understanding of livestock
management practices. Some used incorrect terminology.

Confusion between management practices (for example drenching and
vaccinating, AI and semen collection) also meant that candidates wrote incorrect
or generic answers.  

There were also some basic misunderstandings about how vaccines work, what
maintenance feed is, and the physiology of the ruminant digestive tract, its
functions and which animals are ruminants.
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90924:  Demonstrate knowledge of
horticultural plant management practices
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

demonstrated a basic understanding of several management practices,
specifically: pricking out, weeding, irrigation, and pruning

identified and/or named plant structures

attempted most parts of all questions.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

wrote answers that did not relate to the question or that repeated the
question

demonstrated very little understanding of plant processes or leaf and stem
physiology

wrote incorrect statements. For example, “plant will drown”, “plant needs to
breathe in oxygen”, “seeds need sunlight on them to germinate”

wrote simplistic, generic statements. For example “make it better”, “has to
fight for space/nutrients”

demonstrated little to no knowledge of what IMP is.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

showed a good understanding of how to sow seeds and prick them out

understood that seeds are stored energy/food as well as an embryo, and
that emergence is different from germination

explained how all parts of the leaf contribute to photosynthesis

understood how management practices could affect specific plant
processes

demonstrated understanding of the difference between pruning and
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thinning, disbudding and deadheading.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

applied their knowledge to the question asked by discussing each bullet
point within the context of the question rather than answering them as
stand-alone points

demonstrated a detailed knowledge of plant processes and the internal and
external structures involved with these processes

linked plant processes to why the management practice was done.

Standard specific comments

There is little understanding of what integrated pest management is, and how it
is carried out.

Many candidates did not make the distinction between germination and
emergence, and/or state that seeds need sunlight to germinate.

Some candidates appeared to think that plants can drown from too much water,
and/or that plants breathe oxygen through their leaves.

Some candidates did not know the word equation for photosynthesis.

Some basic principles behind management practices seem to be poorly
understood. For example, knowing what the steps are for sowing seeds, pricking
out, and disbudding.

There also seemed to be confusion around what specific training techniques are
and the differences between them. For example, thinning verses pruning,
disbudding verses stopping or deadheading, staking verses espalier.
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